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We show any flow in any connected circulant graph of odd order can be expressed as a sum 
of Hamilton cycles. 
1. Introductiori 
Alspach, Locke, and Witte [l] showed that, in a connected circulant graph of 
odd order, Hamilton cycles span the cycle space; as a natural sequel to that work, 
we show that any flow in such a graph can be expressed as a sum of Hamilton 
cycles. It follows from basic properties of tensor products (see Section 5) that our 
result is valid for A-flows, for any (abelian) coefficient group A. In additiou, the 
result is valid not only for flows in circulant graphs, but for flows in any Cayley 
graph on any finite abelian group of odd order (except for flows in one particular 
graph: the Cartesian product C, 0 C3 of two cycles of length 3). 
Naturally, we would have liked to extend our result to graphs of even order, 
but we were overwhelmed by the magnitude of the e&zt that would be required. 
In this paper, we have taken only a sma!l step toward understanding the 
even-order case: in Proposition 3.3. we determine which flows in a cubic Cayley 
graph on an abelian group can be expressed as a sum of Hamilton cycles. The 
even-order case has recently been completed by David Moulton (in preparation). 
2. PreIiminEsries 
Definition. For a graph X, the space of all integral flows on X will be denoted 
.%(X), or simply ?Z if no confusion will result. Each (oriented) cycle in X 
represents, in a natural way, a flow in X; in particular, the Hamilton cycles 
generate some subgroup of the abelian group 9’: this subgroup is denoted 3?‘(X) 
or Z. 
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Notation. For a subgraph X’ of X, we will usually write 5!!’ and %” for 5!!(X) 
and x(X’). 
Definition. Given a finite group G anJ subset S of G satisfying (i) e $ S and (ii) 
s E S implies s-l ES, one defines the Cayley graph Cay(G; S) as follows: the 
vertices of Cay(G; S) are the elements of G, and there is an edge joining g and gs 
forallgEGandsllsES. 
Remark. (1) The cardinality of S is the valence of Cay(G; S). (2) The Cayley 
graph Cay(G; S) is connected iff S generates G. (3) If G is a cyclic group, then 
Cay(G; S) is a circulant graph. 
Alspach, Locke, and Witte [l] showed that every element of the cycle space of 
any connected Cayley graph on any finite abelian group of odd order can be 
expressed as the sum of Hamilton cycles. (There are some exceptions in the case 
of even order.) By using basic propem-12s of tensor products (as discussed in 
Section S), this result on cycle spaces can be translated into the following 
statement about flows. The gist of the statement is that (in the case of Cayley 
graphs on abelian groups of odd order) to show every flow is a sum of Hamilton 
cycles, we need only show the double of every flow is such a sum. 
Theorem 2.1 (Alspach, Locke, and Witte [l, Theorem 2.11). 1’ X is a connected 
Cayley graph on a finite abelian group of odd order, then 9i!? + 2% = 3; if 2% c R, 
this implies R? = 5!?. 
Theorem 2.2 (Chen and Quimpo [3]). Let X’ be a connected Cayley graph on a 
finite abelian group of odd order. If X’ has valence at least three, then X’ is 
Hamilton -connected. 
Corollary 2.3 (cf. [l, Corollary 3.21). Let X = Cay(G; S) be a connected CayZey 
graph on a finite abelian group G of odd order, and let X’ = Cay((S' ) ; S’), where 
S’=S\{s,s-‘}forsomesES. If (S’)=GandIS’I>2, then%‘+9!‘=~. 
De6nition. A Cayley graph X = Cay(G; S) is a minimal Cayley graph if (S) = G, 
but (S\ {s, s-l}) # G for every s E S. 
Lemma 2.4 (cf. proof of [l , Lemma 3.61). Let X = Cay(G ; S) be a connected 
minimal Cayley graph on a finite abelian group G of odd order, and let 
X’ = Cay((S’); S’), where S’ = S\{ s,s-‘} forsomesES. If, foreach t&J’, the 
double of the 4-cycle s&t-’ is in Z, then 2%’ c 9i?. 
mma 2.5 (cf. [ 1, Lemma 3.81). Let X = Cay(G; S) be a connected minimal 
Cayley graph on a finite abelian group of odd order, and let X’ = Cay@‘); S’), 
where S’ = S\ {s, s-‘) f or some s E S. If the double of each 4-cycle sts-‘t-’ (for 
t E S’) is in %, then 2% c % + 5!!‘; if W c % and %’ = %‘, this implies 22 c 8’. 
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3. Examples 
Definition. An integral flow assigns an integer to each (oriented) edge of X. 
These integers are the edge-flows of the flow. 
3A. Two Cuyley graph of order 9 
Proposition 3.1. %(C3 Cl C#Ro, 0 C3) = Z,; in particular, % # 3. 
Proof. Take two parallel (oriented) 3-cycles in X and, as depicted in Fig. 1, put 
the weight 1 on each edge of one of the 3-cycles, and the weight -1 on each edge 
of the other 3-cycle (put zero weight on the other edges of x); this determines a 
homomorphism 0 : 5!!+&. (Namely, given any flow, form the weighted sum of 
its edge-flows and reduce this result modulo 3.) It is easy to see that 0 is 
surjective, so it will suffice to show % is the kernel of 8. 
Step 1. Xc ker 0. There are exactly 48 Hamilton cycles in X (up to automorph- 
isms of X, there are only 2); it is not hard to see that 8 vanishes on each of them. 
Step 2. %? 3 ker 0. The sum of the two Hamilton cycles depicted in Fig. 2 is the 
difbence of two adjacent 4-cycles of the same orientation; so, (*) any two 
positively-oriented 4-cycles in X are equivalent, modulo %‘. Starting with a 
3-cycle and adding three adjacent Ccycles (one on each edge of the 3-cycle) 
results in another 3-cycle, but adding a different choice of three 4-cycles could 
Fig. 1. 
Fig. 2. 
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Fig. 3. 
result in either of the Hamilton cycles pictured in Fig. 2. Using (*), we conclude 
that a 3-cycle is equivalent to a Hamilton cycle modulo JV, and hence (**) any 
3-cycle is in %. Adding an appropriate 3-cycle to either of the Hamilton cycles of 
Fig. 2 results in the sum of three 4-cycles; using (*) and (* *), we conclude that 
(* **) the triple of any 4-cycle is in %?. 
Given any flow in X, appropriate 3-cycles (these are in ZV) can be subtracted to 
leave a flow that is a sum of 4-cycles. Since any two positively-oriented 4-cycles 
are equivalent (by (*)), we may assume the flow is a multiple of a single 4-cycle 
%; then, if the flow is in the kernel of 8, the flow must be a multiple of 3(e, which 
is in %?. Cl 
Proposition 3.2. %(K& = %(K,,,,,). 
Proof. Let X = KB,3,3 and let X’ be a spanning subgraph isomorphic to C3 0 C,. 
The sum of the two Hamilton cycles depicted in Fig. 3 is the sum of two adjacent 
3-cycles; as shown i B Zig. 4, a 4-cycle can be expressed as the sum of two such 
sums. This 4-cycle is in ZE”\ 98’ because it is not in the kernel oC &d-C 
homomorphism 0 defined in the proof of Proposition 3.1. We conclude that %” is 
a proper subgroup of % n 5!!‘; because I5!?/8?‘j = 3 is prime, this implies 2’ c %. 
On the other hand, Corollary 2.3 asserts %? + 9” = %, so we have %? = 5!!, as 
desired. Cl 
3B. Cubic, abelian Cayley graphs 
Proposition 3.3. A connected cubic Cayley graph on an abelian group is one of 
two types: an even cycle with all its diameters, 01 a prism over a cycle; in either 
Fig. 4. 
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case, let n be the length of the cycle. 
1. If X is an even cycle with all its diameters, then :
(a) 3!!/%! = Z,,/2 if X is bipartite; 
(b) Z/Z = H2 if X is not bipartite. 
2. If X is a prism, then: 
(a) S!C/%‘= Z,,+ if X is bipartite; 
(b) S/Z = Z 03 2&l if X is not bipartite. 
Proof. We will give congruence conditions characterizing the flows that belong to 
%?. It is not difficult to check that all the Hamilton cycles (there are not many) 
satisfy the given congruence conditions; it should also not be too difficult for the 
interested reader to show that any flow satisfying the congruence conditions is 
indeed a sum of Hamilton cycles. 
Case la. X is an even cycle with all its diameters, and is bipartite. Let the 
diameters of the cycle be given an alternating orientation, as in Fig. 5a, with 
weight 1. A flow is in % iff the weighted sum of its edge-flows is 0 modulo n/2. 
Case lb. X is an even cycle with all its diameters, and is not bipartite. Give each 
diameter of the cycle a weight of 1 (the orientation does not matter); a flow is in 
ST ifF the weighted sum of its edge-flows is even. 
Case 2~. X is a bipartite prism. As shown in Fig. sb, give opposite orientations to 
the two n-cycles forming the bases of the prism, and each edge in these cycles a 
weight of 1; then a flow is in 8 iff the weighted sum of its edge-flows is 
0 modulo n - 1. 
Case 2b. X is a non-bipartite prism. As in Fig. Q, orient the n-cycle forming one 
Fig. 5. 
b 
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Fig. 6. 
base of the prism, and give each of its edges a weight of 1; for any flow in %?, (*) 
the weighted sum of its edge-flows is 0 modulo n - 1. Furthermore, as in Fig. 8J, 
choose a pair of corresponding edge-ne from each base of the prism-and give 
them a weight of 1 (with similar orientation); then, for any flow in %, (**) the 
weighted sum of its edge-flows is 0. Conversely, any flow satisfying (*) and (**) 
(under the weightings 6a and 6b, respectively) is in %. 0 
4. Abelian Cayley graphs of odd order 
Theorem 4.1. If X = Cay(G; S) is a connected CayP;* graph on a finite abelian 
group G of odd order, then every flow in X is 01 sum o, * Hamilton cycles, unless 
G&Z&M3 and ISI =4. 
Remark. The exceptional case, where X = C, Cl Cf, is the subject of Proposition 
3.1. 
of. Proceed by induction on ISI (the base case, where ISI = 2, is trivial); 
throughout the proof, X’ denotes Cay( (S’) ; S’), where s is some element of S 
and S’ = S\{s, s-l}. 
Case 1. X & ?i;;‘r a minimal Cayley graph. Choose s E S with (S’) = G. Suppose 
first that IS’1 = 2. The sum of the two Hamilton cycles shown in Fig. 7 is equal to 
the sum of two D-shapes (Do + D,), rotated just one notch from each other. Take 
the alternating sum of pairs of D’s around the circle, to end up with 2D0 E %?: 
(&+DJ-(D1+&)+.“- (D,,--2+D,,--l)+(D,,_-1+D,J=DO+D,,=2D0. 
Therefore 2%’ c %, so Theorem 2.1 implies %? = 9, as desired. 
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Now assume IS’1 >2. If X’ is the exceptional case, i.e., if G = Z3 @ E3 and 
Fig. 7. 
IS’1 = 4 (so ISI = 6), then X = K3,3,3, in which case Proposition 3.2 asserts 98’ = 5!!, 
as desired; assume now that X’ is not the exceptional case. Then Z’ = W by 
induction, and %’ c %? because X’ is a spanning subgraph of X. It follows that 
%? + 9’ = %?Y + %?’ c %? + Z= %‘. Since Corollary 2.3 asserts %? + 5!?’ = %, this 
implies BT = 5!?, as desired. 
Case 2. X b a minimal Cayley graph and some element s of S has order 3. For 
any t E S’, there is a Hamilton cycle in X’ with 2 consecutive t-edges. As shown in 
Fig. 8, use this to construct a pair of Hamilton cycles in X whose difference is the 
sum of two adjacent 4-cycles (i.e. a 6-cycle tt.C??s-‘). Since ItI is odd, the 
alternating sum, along (t), of these pairs of 4-cycles is the double of a single 
4-cycle Ss-W1, which must then belong to %‘. 
If X’ is not the exceptional case, then %?’ = 2’ by induction. Then Lemma 2.5 
implies 2% c %?, so Theorem 2.1 implies 9 = %‘, as desired. On the other hand, if 
X’ is the exceptional case, i.e. if G = Z3 @ Z3 @3 Z3 and X = C3 Cl C3 E c3, then 
all the 4-cycles of X are equivalent under the automorphisT broup of X, so the 
double of every 4-cycle is in %?. Then Lemma 2.4 implies 2%’ c %?, so it is easy to 
show the double of any 3-cycle ttt is % (cf. Step 2 of Proposition 3.1). It is not 
hard to express any flow in X as a sum of 3-cycles and 4-cycles, so it is clear, at 
this point, that 2% c 98’. Then Theorem 2.1 implies L%’ = 5!!, as desired. 
e<s> ---f 
Fig. 8. 
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Case 3. X is a minimal Cayley graph and no element of S has order 3. Let s E S. 
Construct two Hamilton cycles by using the obvious modification of Fig. 8 in 
which the vertical direction is (s) and the horizontal direction is G/(s) ; the 
difference of these Hamilton cycles is a 6-cycle ssts%-‘t-l; the alternating sum 
(along (s)) of such 6-cycles is the double of a 4-cycle. Lemma 2.5 applies, so 
2% c %‘+ 9’; because S has no element of order 3, X’ cannot be the exceptional 
case, so, by induction, 3 =%?‘; hence 2%c%‘+%‘, so 45!5=2%+2%“. In 
addition, Theorem 2.1 implies 2% = 4% + 28?, and Lemma 2.4 asserts 2%’ c 8’. 
Therefore 
then Theorem 2.1 implies %? = 9!, as desired. Cl 
5. Non-integral flows 
SA. Basic properties of tensor products 
This material, and much more, can be found in Chapter 3 of [4], or in any 
introductory text on homological algebra. 
Definition. The tensor product G @ H of two abelian groups G and H is the 
abelian group generated by the symbols g @ h for g E G and h E H subject o the 
relations 
(gl+g@h=g,@h+g,@h and g@(hl+h,)=g@h,+g@h,_ 
Remark 5.1. To calculate the tensor product of any two finite (or finitely- 
generated) abelian groups, write each of G = &, @ l l l CT3 Zam and H = &,, @ 
- l n @ Zbm as a direct sum of cyclic groups; then G @ H is the direct sum of cyclic 
groups of order gcd(ai, Q. This is a consequence of the following properties: 
1. G@H=H@G. 
2. G@Z=G. 
3. & Q9 &l = &d(m.n) (where Z, is the cyclic group of order a). 
4, More generally, G 8 Zn = G/nG (where nG = {ng 1 g E G}). 
5. (G1619G,)@H=(GI@H)43(G,@H). 
Definition. Let G, H, 2 be abelian groups. A function $: G X H + 2 is bilinear 
if #(gl +gz, h) = #(gl, h) + Q(g2, h) and @(g, hi + h2) = 9(tc W + 9&t h2h 
(Caution: A bilinear map is usually not a group homomorphism.) 
Remark. The map G x H + G @ H: (g, h) -g QD h is bilinear. 
5.2 (“Universal Property of Tensor Products” [4, p. 751). Let H, A, Z 
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be abelian groups. If 9: H x A+ Z is any bilinear map, then there is a (unique) 
group homomorphism 4: H 60 A-, Z that satisfies $(h 60 a) = $(h, a). 
Corokry 5.3 (“Functoriality of Tensor Products” [4, Proposition 3.2, p. 
761). Suppose H, Z, and A are abelian groups. If i: H + Z is cd homomorphism, 
then there is a natural homomorphism i,: H @A+ Z 8 A satisfying i,(h QD a) = 
i(h)@a. 0 
Theorem 5.4 (“Right Exactness of Tensor Products” [4, Proposition 3.5, pp. 
Y&79]). Suppose H is a subgroup of an abelian group Z, and A is any abelian 
group. If i is the inclusion i: H 4 Z, then (Z @ A)Ii,(H @A) is naturally 
isomorphic to (Z/H) @A. 
SB. Tensor products and A-flows 
Notation. Let X be a graph and give each edge of X an orientation. For any 
abelian group A, use 8 = S&(X) to denote the edge space of X with coefficients 
in A, and use Z!$, to denote the subgroup of %” consisting of the A-flows on X. 
Thus $5” is the abelian group (under pointwise addition) of all functions 
f: E(X)-+ A, and 
SA = [f 42 %!!A ) 2 f(e) = 
e into u 
C f(e) for all v E V(X)}. 
eoutofu 
Definition. Let X be a graph, and let A be an abelian group. Given any Hamilton 
cycle C in X and any a E A, there are two A-flows in which each edge-flow on C is 
fa, and all other edge-flows are 0. (There is only one such A-flow if a = -a.) The 
subgroup of ?&, generated by all such A-flows, for all C and a, is denoted 
%A = Z*(X). 
Notation. For short, % = &, 3 = Z!&, and S%? = Zz. 
Lemma 5.5. For any graph X and any abelian group A, the abelian groups &, 
5&, and aCe, can be naturally identified with % Qb A, 2 @A, and % @A. 
Proof. There is a natural bilinear map C#K 8 x A+ &, namely #(f, a)(e) = 
f(e) l a. In accordance with Theorem 5.2, this induces a natural homomorphism 
4: % @ A+ 8”. It is fairly obvious that 4 is an isomorphism and that it induces 
an isomorphism of S? @ A with 8$, . It is just slightly less obvious that 4 induces 
an isomorphism of S!‘@ A with 5!&; the fact that the map is 
from the fact [2, Corollary to Theorem 5.3.3, p. 901 that SA 
closed walks in X. 0 
Proposition 5.6. SA/ZA = (Z!!‘/%‘) QD A. 
surjective follows 
is spanned by the 
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Proof. By Corollary 5.3, the inclusion i : S;e 4 9! induces a homomorphism 
i,: 8 @A --) 3 @A; identifying 2 8 A with Z& as in Lemma 5.5, we have 
i&TWA) = 8&. Then Theorem 5.4 asserts Z&/X =(9/X’) @A, as 
desired. Cl 
Proposition 5.6 shows that, to determine the extent to which Hamilton cycles 
fail to generate the A-flows, for any coefficient group A, it suffices to consider the 
case of Z-coefficients. For example, Proposition 3.3(2b) asserts that if X is a prism 
over an odd cycle, then 5!!/gyP~Z@Z~+ It follows that ~~~/~=*~~2&)~~~(Zn_-1) = 
Z2 @ Z,; this agrees with [ 1, Theorem 2.l(ii)], which asserts that the Hamilton 
cycles generate asubspace of codimension 2 in the cycle space of a prism over an 
odd cycle. 
Proof of Theorem 2.1. Theorem 2.1 of [ 1] asserts 5!!& = %&; hence (%/X’) @ 
& = 0, so Remark X1(4) implies %/ % = 2(%/Z). This is equivalent to the 
desired conclusion Z?!! =Z + 2%. El 
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